
 
 

PHI BETA MU INTERNATIONAL BANDMASTERS FRATERNITY GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
MEETING  CHICAGO HILTON HOTEL CHICAGO, IL DECEMBER 20, 2018  

(Since committee reports must be abbreviated due to time constraints in the 
General Assembly Meeting, some of the reports have been extended to include 

all the information that might be of interest to the general membership.)  

  

The Meeting was called to order at 8:05 AM. 
 
The invocation was given by Dwayne Sagen 
 
President Bearden welcomed new members to the board: 
 Elected – Keith Rudolph (Gamma Chapter – Indiana), June Bearden (Alpha 
Chapter-Texas) 
 At Large Appointees – David Lum (Lambda Iota – Ontario), Leandro Pascui 
(Beta Zeta – Brazil) (Mr. Pascui was unable to attend due to a family illness.) 
 
Introductions were made around the room 
 
President Bearden’s opening remarks were as follows: 
 
As I contemplated giving my last address, I began jotting down ideas in the notes 
section of my iPhone, I was overwhelmed with the volume of wonderful things I’ve 
witnessed.  I was thankful to have had the privilege of service during my time on the 
international board. This is my 39th year to attend Midwest. My journey on the Phi Beta 
Mu International Board began in 17 years ago in December of 2001.  I was nominated 
by Alpha and elected to the board as a new member.  At my first meeting, I felt like I 
was in the inner-sanctum of Phi Beta Mu.  I was very impressed with the 
professionalism demonstrated and the true passion these board members had for our 
profession.  President Keith Mann had a vision for Phi Beta Mu, and I felt that I was in 
for an exciting journey.  Little did I know that in 6 short months I would be attending the 
funeral of our beloved president, who died in a tragic motorcycle accident in Canada.  
Brothers Richard Crain, Van Ragsdale and I traveled to Red Deer, Alberta to attend the 
unforgettable tribute to his life.  This trip brought the word “international” into focus for 
me as I met many new brothers and sisters in Canada.  The three of us returned home 



even more resolved to carry on the work of our fraternity.  My duties to this board over 
the years have ranged from Constitution & Rules chair, Outstanding Bandmaster chair, 
Extension, Vice President, President, and now, I look forward to the best of all - PAST 
PRESIDENT.   

It’s been enjoyable to watch the change over the years-from the great work Jim Slutz 
did on the printed newsletter to the days of our electronic newsletter done by Mike 
Townsend.  We’ve gone from the shoebox to the spread sheet in keeping our financial 
records.  We’ve gone from our budget bordering on the red most years, to consistently 
maintaining a healthy positive balance.  We’ve encouraged mentoring programs, 
established commission projects, began executive secretary salary, added new 
chapters, established the Col. Earl D. Irons Program of Distinction Award (in honor of 
our founder)-thanks to the hard work and efforts of brother Worosello and his 
committee. This year, we’ve added “at-large” members to represent our international 
brothers and sisters. We’ve grown attendance at our general assembly and awards 
meetings every year.  We have a beautiful new website with professional 
webhosts/designers-thanks to the groundwork of our website pioneers, Robert Eklund 
and Mike Townsend.  We’ve established an international fund to serve those across the 
sea to help them help students. Board members have come and gone but only the 
faces changed as everyone has carried the desire to execute their duties to the fullest.  
All these things are just the tip of the iceberg as we continue to be an active board with 
eager members to serve the goals of Phi Beta Mu. In the future we must tie all the loose 
ends together to better function as an international fraternity.  We must establish better 
chapter to chapter, member to member connectivity.  We have arrived at the time in our 
history which makes this simple, with all the technology at our fingertips. The largest 
tree is only as good as its root system.  I look forward to my last three years serving on 
the board to witness the great things to come.  Hearfelt thanks to each and every one of 
you for your service.  Time goes rather quickly, and you will soon look back on your Phi 
Beta Mu experience as I do.  You will realize that it was your time to carry the torch for 
our 12 charter members who started an organization 80 years ago in Lubbock, TX at a 
summer band camp.  Wouldn’t they smile at what Phi Beta Mu has become?   

Secretary, David Lambert, administered the renewal of the Oath. 

 
Old Business: 

Maryland, and Oregon Chapters:  Elva Kay and Keith addressed the failure to contact 
each of these chapter and get each active again.  Elva is currently working on the 
Maryland Chapter and Keith has contacted the president of the Oregon Chapter and 
was told they would take care of the situation.  Keith said he will continue to work on this 
until it is resolved. 

Pay Pal Payment:  David Lambert recommend that the fraternity not consider utilizing 
Pay Pal at this time.  There would only be 33 individuals involved in payments through 



Pay Pal and the current system seems to be working fine.  He indicated that there could 
also be taxes and fees issues.  He will continue to get more information. 

Col. Irons “Program of Distinction: Paul Worosello presented his report as follows:  

EVALUATION COMMITTEE 

We did not seat an evaluation committee this year due to no submissions. 

NOMINATIONS 

Two nominations were received by the April 30 deadline and were sent 
applications. Those bands were: 

     Broken Arrow HS, Darrin Davis – Director, OK, nominated by Kerry Taylor 

     Waxahachie HS, Rich Armstrong – Director, TX, nominated by Jeff King  

APPLICATIONS AND EVALUATIONS 

No bands chose to submit for the award. 

Some of the people who have nominated bands and/or gone through the 
submission process have expressed concern over the amount of information 
requested. Others have commented on the difficulty of putting together the video 
compilation, either having video documentation of various groups/ensembles or 
having the knowledge to cut and paste and assemble it into one video. Kerry Taylor 
suggested that some of the submission requests are too open ended; e.g., the parts 
regarding legacy, graduates who have become professional musicians, etc. can be 
a little intimidating. Kerry states, “I do believe these things are important, but some 
guidance as to how many/much is appropriate would be very helpful. I recall simply 
stopping at one point; feeling that I could continue to list many more names, but I 
thought it would be redundant. Perhaps something as simple as ‘List a minimum of 
5…’” 

There is no question that this award has a valuable place in our profession. Based 
on experience, I believe that we can continue to increase interest and streamline 
the procedure so more programs and directors can receive the recognition 
deserved, providing best practice models for all band programs. 

He reminded everyone that anyone can nominate an organization.  Being a Phi 
Beta Mu Member is not required.  The deadline for submission is April 30, 2019. 

Elva Kaye Lance will create a committee to research ways to simplify the process of 
submitting applications for the award. 

International Assistance Fund:  President Bearden reminded the assembly that each 
year $2,000 is allotted to assist bands internationally.  Last year assistance was 
provided to groups in Brazil in the way of teaching materials, uniforms, etc.  It has been 



found that it is less expensive to have the persons receiving items to come and get 
them as opposed to shipping items to them. 

 

  

David Lambert Presented the Secretary/Treasurer’s Report: 

Mr. Lambert said the various chapters have awarded 14 Outstanding Bandmasters 
Awards, eight Outstanding Contributor to Bands Awards and five Outstanding Band 
Student Awards 

Secretary Lambert informed the assembly that the organization was financially sound, 
and the fraternity should open the 2019 year with approximately $33-35,000 in the bank. 
He indicated that the 2017 Budget was reviewed by the accounting firm of Cooper and 
Deska and was posted on the International Website under “Forms and Documents”.  
The 2018 budget review will be posted as soon as it is reviewed by the accountant.  

 

Outstanding Bandmaster Committee Report:  Barbara Lambrecht  

This year’s honoree is Richard Blatti, retired from The Ohio State University. 

Craig Kirchhoff will be the OBM for 2019. 

Barbara expressed her pleasure serving as chairman of this important committee for the 
past six years. 

 

Outstanding Contributor to Bands Award Committee Report: Julia Reynolds 

 

The Outstanding Contributor to Bands selection for 2018 is Robert W. Smith.  

John Bourgeois was selected as the Outstanding Contributor for 2019. 

 

Constitution and By-Laws Committee Report: Gary Wells 

It was deemed prudent that representation on the Board of Directors from the 
International Chapters would further the mission of the Fraternity. 

The following language was added to the constitution to provide the process for 
international representation: 

In addition, the President will appoint a Board Member-At-Large from each country not 
represented on the Board of Directors. The Member-At-Large shall serve a term that 



coincides with the term of the President. Each Member-At-Large shall have full voting 
rights and is encouraged to attend the Board of Directors meeting and the International 
Assembly at Midwest Clinic. However, participation through electronic communications 
will be acceptable if the Member-At-Large cannot attend the meetings. 

Language was amended in the constitution to clarify the voting members of the 
International Board.   

 

Special Projects and Objectives Committee Report: 

Dwayne Sagen presented the Special Projects and Objectives Committee Report.   

He said that he hoped by sharing these projects of individual state chapters that others 
might find something that could be used in their chapter as well.  He divided the projects 
into four distinct sections…mentoring, presenting awards, commissioning projects and 
funding. 

GAMMA Chapter, Indiana, experienced, again, a good year of participation in their 
Mentoring and Podium Exchange Projects.  This year, also, marked the 65th 
Anniversary of Gamma Chapter!  Our meeting on December 1 was highlighted by a visit 
from International President Keith Bearden who shared some inspirational thoughts and 
led us in the Ritual.  In attendance were 14 of 16 living Past Presidents and 16 of 20 
living Hall of Fame inductees. As a very long-term project, Gamma President Jay 
Gephart named Brother Matt Conaway to chair a committee to begin planning for a 
Commissioned Work to commemorate Gamma Chapter's 75th Anniversary in 2028.  
We are certain we will, also, develop other projects along the way.  

LAMBDA Chapter, Missouri, selected Key West Overture by Chandler Comer as the 
winning composition for the 2019 Claude T. Smith Young Composer composition 
contest. Chandler is a recent graduate from George Mason University (B.A. in Math) 
and already has several works to his name published.  Key West Overture is a grade 
4/4+ composition that includes a dedication to his grandfather. Chandler, his parents, 
and grandfather will attend the annual business meeting of the Lambda Chapter on 
Friday, January 25, 2019, to receive the $5,000 cash award.  There have been 11 
pieces selected and 10 of the 11 pieces have been published. Claude T. Smith was a 
member of the Lambda Chapter and following Smith’s death in 1987, the contest was 
renamed the Claude T. Smith Memorial Band Composition Contest. The original intent 
of this contest was to encourage young composers of band music and is held every 
three years.  The 2022 contest is open to composers age 30 or under as of January 1. 
2022 and the deadline for entries is August 1. 2021. Contact Joe Pappas 
(joejpm@brick.net) owner of JPM Music Publications for additional information. 

MU ALPHA Chapter, Alberta, Canada, decided in 2017 to initiate a Special Projects 
Grant, which was outlined in last year’s report.  This could be awarded to any group in 
Alberta who was planning a new project.  The goal was to help promote new ideas, 



while impacting as many students, or players as possible.  This year, we awarded $500 
to the “Tuba Christmas” which performed in Calgary. The members were from all over 
Alberta and were both students and community band members.  We were pleased to be 
a part of this new project.  

The Mu Alpha Chapter continues to support students who apply for funding to go to the 
National Youth Band of Canada. This remains an ongoing project. 

We also continue to support Brothers Townsend and Valleau when they request 
instruments for their work in other countries.  We understand and are proud of the 
impact these Brothers have made in other parts of the world. 

NU Chapter, Pennsylvania, recently commissioned a work in Jazz.  The piece, Such 
Sweet Thunder, was arranged by Mike Kamuf.  It has been published and is available 
for purchase.  The piece is a Grade 3 and accessible to High School Jazz Bands. 

OMICRON Chapter, Arkansas, continues to utilize their network of directors as mentors 
for young directors in their State through a mentoring program. We recognize a young 
director in our State each year through an Outstanding Young Director Award.  We 
recognize an Outstanding Contributor to Bands in our State as needed.  We annually 
make a financial contribution to the Ray and Ruth Brandon Scholarship for new 
teachers. Annually, we financially sponsor a Clinic at the Arkansas Bandmaster 
Association. 

New this year is the Jon Barabarotto Lifetime Service Award to recognize a director who 
has made a longtime significant contribution to Arkansas Bands and has also been 
involved in civic, community, county, state, or National Service Organizations outside of 
Band. We believe this award to be a true epitome of what it means to be a PBM 
member. 

RHO Chapter, Alabama, continues to publish their “Tips that Click” four times a year in 
the State Journal, Ala Breve.  We provided annual scholarships to high school student 
seniors pursuing instrumental music degrees from colleges in Alabama.  Members 
volunteered to participate in AL Bandmasters Association Mentoring Program. Hosted 
All State Guest Directors at annual State business/lunch meeting.  We presented the 
Band Director of the Year Award and Administered Alabama Bandmasters Hall of 
Fame. We facilitated the recording of All State tryout exercises. This year we added a 
Commissioning Project.  

THETA Chapter, South Carolina, continued their mentorship program for the band 
directors in South Carolina.  This includes “Best Practices,” which is set up as a forum 
for experienced directors and younger directors to share ideas and information. We 
have continued our scholarship program open to high school senior musicians who will 
continue taking lessons and performing at the college/university of their choice. 
Auditions for this take place at All-State [prior to the first rehearsal. Two students are 
selected to receive the scholarships by the adjudicators selected from the Furman 
University faculty.  First Place receives $1,000 and Second Place $500 each payable to 



their college.  Each year through nominations we select an Outstanding Bandsman 
(High School student) and an Outstanding Young Bandsman (Middle School).  Furman 
University scholarships the Middle School recipient to their summer band clinic.  We, 
also, present a “Young Band Director” Award to a teacher new to the profession, and 
who has had great success within their first five years of teaching. We partner with 
Selmer to award them a scholarship to the Selmer Institute summer program.     

KAPPA ZETA Chapter, Arizona, is one of our newest Chapters and they have been 
very busy this first year as an active Chapter. Several members are involved directly in 
the State Music Educators Convention lining up clinics and guest artists for the benefit 
of the Convention.  Some of our members have offered to help new members in the 
State in their new positions. This is a goal our Chapter agreed to in the beginning.  In 
the summer we had members involved in clinics for the marching band involving 
adjudication and comments to those bands regarding new adjudication sheets.  
Nominations for membership in PBM were held at the Convention in February 2018. We 
nominated ten new directors for membership.  This month (December) three were voted 
on for membership. The results will be forth coming at our annual meeting in February. 
It has been a fruitful year for us. We look forward to continued great work to help make 
our Chapter the best it can be. 

 

 
Travis Weller presented the Public Relations Report: 

He explained that chapters need to “toot” their own horn more.   

 “TOOTING THE HORNS” OF PHI BETA MU: To promote the good work being done by 
our membership across the country, Travis reached out to chapters to learn about 
members who have recently published articles or books (hard copy or online) or 
presented clinics. Articles, texts, and clinics that relate to our fraternity’s mission of 
building better bands, developing musicians, fostering appreciation of wind band 
literature, interest in band performance, best practice ideas and rehearsal strategies, 
and music advocacy ideas for band directors were submitted from a variety of 
members. A two-fold purpose to the project was to raise visibility of the fraternity and a 
repository of resources and ideas to the membership.  

• Mary Ellen Cavitt (Alpha) collaborated with Randalynd Holford to create Music Theory 
for Beginning Instrumentalists: A Scripted Curriculum. Designed for beginning 
instrumentalists, this text provides work in music theory to supplement a beginner 
method book. It is available from J. W. Pepper and is published by RBC Publications. • 
Sheri Wyles (Zeta) was asked to organize one of the concerts that are part of the 
Abraham Badlwin Agricultural College First Tuesday Concert Series. Her concert 
“Those Who Can…TEACH!” featured past, present, and future music educators with 
vocal and instrumental music from Classical, Broadway, Popular and Contemporary 



Band styles. • Kathy Johnson and Asa Burk (Alpha) new method for band titled Musical 
Mastery for Band (https://www.musicalmastery.org/). This method book is being used by 
the band directors around Texas and neighboring states and is also being used as the 
primary text for the wind instrument techniques classes for music education majors at 
both UNT and UTA. • The Tau Chapter of West Virginia holds an Annual Band Director 
Clinic (usually in the beginning part of November. This year was their 8th Annual Clinic. 
The clinic is open to all band directors who teach in West Virginia (current and retired 
directors). This year Tau Chapter opened it to all (West Virginia) College / University 
Music Education majors.   

  UPDATES ON BAND OUTREACH PROJECTS: • Nu Chapter is working with Donald 
Quintero and the Alajuela Concert Band in Alajuela, Costa Rica. Donald is the director 
of the Sinem Alajuela Wind Ensemble (a youth organization also located in Alajuela). 
The first care package to their organization was sent in early December. • Alpha 
Chapter has continued outreach and support of bands in Brazil with the Beta Zeta 
Chapter (Brazil). Keith Bearden reported via the PBM Facebook page that over 250 
band uniforms were donated by high schools in Texas.  

CHAPTER PROFILE UPDATES:  

Travis received a Chapter Profile report from South Carolina. It has been forwarded to 
webmaster Derek Gomez. Several other updates were received (e.g. adjustment to 
membership numbers), however there are still several chapters without profiles. He 
plans on reaching out to those chapter secretaries in the spring with examples from 
other chapters that they can follow to help complete this project.  

He explained future goals for public relations committee… 

1. Continue to encourage members to share valuable advocacy information, scholarly 
writing/projects, and clinic ideas through the PBM Facebook page.  

2. Continue collection of chapter profile reports.  

3. Continue reporting on outreach efforts from all chapters in Phi Beta Mu.  

President Bearden agreed that more people should “Toot” their own horn and share the 
things they are doing. 

 

Extension/Special Projects Committee Report: 

Vice President Elva Kay Lance presented the Extension/Special Projects Report 

Keith Bearden continues to spearhead activities supportive of the work of the new Beta 
Zeta Chapter in Sao Paulo, Brazil.  In the summer, Keith and June Bearden packed and 
shipped fifty band uniform coats and trousers that were donated by Big Spring High 
School for use by students in Brazil. The uniforms were shipped to Florida where they 
were transported by Leandro Pascusi to their final destination in Brazil.  Our 



International Assistance Fund provided $200.00 in financial support for the shipment of 
the uniforms. 

In September, the Bearden’s and other friends and educators were host to a group of 
students and teachers from Brazil.  Highlights of their trip included a visit to Iron’s 
Middle School for observation of and participation in the beginning, intermediate and 
advanced bands throughout the day.  The group also visited orchestra, art, and choral 
classes at the school and were able to receive private instrumental instruction as well.  
The visitors were treated to the Friday night culture in Texas where they were the 
guests of the Monterey Plainsmen for the Monterey vs Clovis 5A football game.  
Weekend activities included the Texas Tech vs Houston football game, the observation 
of the Tech Alumni Band activities, and a visit to the Lutheran Church for Sunday 
worship.  Many ideas were exchanged, new friendships forged, and much good food 
and fellowship was enjoyed.  

Through the hard work of Keith and June Bearden, brothers in the Alpha Chapter, the 
generosity of many in the Lubbock area, and with $500.00 in support from our 
International Assistance Fund, this group of Brazilian musicians was able to experience 
our hospitality, culture, and a sampling of what music education really means in our 
communities as they observed beginning, developing, and adult instrumentalists 
participating in musical activities.  

Sheryl Bowhay said she would continue to work on a Netherlands Chapter. 

Since Mike Townsend works closely with Caribbean Countries, it was suggested that 
perhaps we could encourage them consider starting PBM chapters as well. 

 

Commission Report: 

Jay Watkins presented the Commission Report: 

He informed the assembly that the PBM commission “Cosmic Explorations” by Michael 
J. Miller was named Band World’s Top 100 new works for band, and that it will be 
premiered at Midwest by the Woodlands Concert Band directed by Paul Worosello.  The 
premiere performance will be conducted by guest conductor Richard Crain on 
Thursday, December 20, 2018. This work is published by Carl Fisher Music and is 
available through J.W. Pepper.  It is listed as a grade level four. 

He also told the assembly that “Prelude and Presto” by David Holsinger was completed 
in May 2018.  It was sent out for possible performance at the 2018 Midwest Conference, 
but no one picked it up. It will be premiered in Canada, but we still need to find a 
performance venue for it in the United States.  The work is published by Barnhouse and 
is listed as grade level five. 

Possibly creating commissioning fund where chapters could contribute to 
commissioning projects on an annual basis not just on request. 



Jay will be looking to commission a composer for a grade 2 composition for 2020. 

 

Newsletter Report: Mike Townsend 

Mr. Townsend told the board that he has completed his third year of producing & editing 
the Phi Beta Mu Newsletter. 

Phi Beta Mu will continue with the “3 issue per year format”. 

• January/February (Spring) - “what happened at Midwest” and will include: 
o any changes to the Board and abbreviated Minutes from AGM 
o pictures from Midwest of presentations, etc. --- Message from the 

President 
o reports and from Chapters that hold meetings/conferences early in the 

year 
• May/June (Summer) - “end of the school year issue” 

o includes reports, pictures and antidotes from Chapters who meet officially 
or socialize in the time frame between the first issue and the summer 
break 

• October/November (Fall) - “Midwest preview issue” 
o includes upcoming meetings/times/places and PBM Election info and 

write-ups on nominees 
o and as always will highlight the “Outstanding” plus a message from the 

President and/or reports from the Board and any additional “PBM 
Newsworthy events” 

o  
In the past year Mike started a section that he calls “Phi Beta Mu Potpourri” and he 
plans to continue with this segment again this coming year. The idea is to include short 
write-ups and pictures of what our members are doing to promote bands and band 
music in the world. Potpourri should not be Chapter based information --- rather 
information that members would like to share about projects that they or other members 
are involved with. 

The PBM Newsletter is an excellent resource for our fraternity.  Mike wants to 
encourage all chapters to be represented (at least once per year) in the Phi 
Beta Mu Newsletter.  If the chapter is not represented, individual members 
should “Take it upon yourself” to submit something and get involved. 

 

Website/Social Media Report: Sheryl Bowhay 

Membership Directory  

Membership data that is not current continues to be an issue. We need to continue to 
mentor these chapters/individuals and encourage them to enter email addresses into 
the database. 



Website Report 

The PBM website continues to be a reliable and consistent vehicle for communication 
for our members. 

We continue to develop the site to make it a valuable and versatile resource for the 
fraternity. 

Proves to be an excellent resource for the International Board by providing: 

• storage of records/documents/archives. 
• resource page for International Board members. 
• vehicle for communication re: ongoing programs, events and news. 
• efficient execution of annual board elections. 
• access to Membership Directory. 

 

Observe a spike in website use in April, July, prior to the annual election and meetings 
at the Midwest. 

Acknowledge and congratulate board members who provide information and updates 
and  

use the website as a vehicle to promote programs and initiatives. 

 

A reminder that board members are responsible for the content on the PBM website 
and must make an effort to provide it to the website team in a timely manner. 

 

Process: 

• information to website facilitator/copy to President or directly to website team and 
copied to President and website facilitator. 

• dialogue, edit, approve in consultation with website team 
• website team posts 

 

Action Item: 

Our administrative forms and documents have been transitioned to online forms. It was 
decided that we would not pursue utilizing PayPal as a means of payment at for dues 
and credential orders at this time. 

• Email the data input manual to each Chapter Secretary after Midwest meetings 
with a reminder of the importance of updating records each year. Login process 
should also be highlighted. 



• Recommendation to adapt the website to become mobile friendly was presented 
and to create PDF forms that could be completed online and emailed or sent 
through regular postal service 
 

I wish to express my gratitude and appreciation to the Gomez Team (Derek and Marnie) 
for their professionalism, passion and expertise. They are amazing to work with and are 
doing a great job for PBM! 

 

Audience Overview Statistics (attached) January 1, 2018 – December 16, 2018 

PBM Website Audience Overview 

 

  2016   2017   2018 

Users:   4,515   5,098   5,089 

Sessions:  6,073   7,055   6,863 

Pageviews:          22,450                    26,401           21,501 

 

Average Session Duration 

   2:56   3:05   2:32 

 

New Visitor:  71.2%   71%   85% 

Returning Visitor: 28.8 %  29%   15% 

 

Election Data 

174 votes were cast in the 2015 election.  

146 votes were cast in the 2016 election. 

406 votes were cast in the 2017 election. 

263 votes were cast in the 2018 election. 

 

Phi Beta Mu Facebook Group 

425 Current Members 

 



Group Insights 

Data gathered in the last 28 days: 39 posts 

1 new member 

6 requests (pending) 

Top contributors: Paulo Roberto Charao Humberg, Julia Reynolds, Sissy Pierce, Keith 
Bearden 

Top countries:  

US        379 

Canada       37 

Brazil  7 

South Korea 1 

Netherlands 1 

 

Areas of Growth: Engagement  

I challenge each of you to view the PBM Facebook page as another tool to engage our 
membership. It is more interactive and personal. It creates the opportunity to have a 
dialogue with our members and direct them to the website for more information. 

Our newsletter, the website and Facebook are fostering a dialogue with our members 
which in turn helps us create more meaningful relationships and connections with the 
membership. 

 

Please consider how YOU might strive to connect and engage our members to the 
fraternity and each other. Your suggestions and ideas are welcomed! 

New Business: 

Executive Secretary Salary: after some discussion the executive salary was increased 
from $5,000 per year to $7,500.00 per year. 

Chapter contact/visitation:  President Bearden suggested that board members visit 
chapters in their area just to say hello and touch base them.  This could occur primarily 
if board members are attending a conference where a state chapter meeting will be 
held.  (Alpha Chapter (Texas) almost always has a visiting member from another 
chapter at its meeting at the Texas Music Educators Conference and the Texas 
Bandmasters Association Conference.) 



Possibility of Combining Social Media/Webpage/Newsletter into One Position:  
This was a suggestion but was tabled for possible consideration at a future date after 
more study. 

Chapter Recommendations for Activities:  Chapters should encourage to share 
ideas for activities that could be introduced to other chapters.  The Newsletter would be 
a good place to start. 

Member Features on Teaching Tips: Members should share ideas, events (such as 
the Conn/Selmer events, etc.) and teaching tips. The PBM Newsletter would a place to 
begin. PBM can provide members new to the profession with resources and techniques 
that will help them to became accomplished teachers.  

President Bearden Presented Elva Kay Lance with the President’s lapel pin.  Elva in 
turn present Dwayne Sagen with the Vice-president’s lapel pin and she also presented 
President Bearden with a plaque expressing appreciation from the fraternity for his 
service as President for the past three years. 

 

A motion was made to adjourn and seconded.  The meeting adjourned at 8:30 AM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


